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• Enforcement and a New
Administration
• Materiality Rules! Escobar
Changes the Game
• Case Developments and Impacts
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FY 2016 Enforcement
• Nearly 850 new FCA matters filed –
2nd highest number on record
• More than 80% filed by relators
• $4.7+ billion recovered – 7 year-streak
of recoveries > $3 billion
– Only 2% from non-intervened cases
– $2.6B from health care
– DOD-related recoveries down ($122M)
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Enforcement: Penalties Rising
• Prior Range: $5,500 to $11,000
• New Range: $10,781 to $21,563
• Retroactive?
– violations that occurred after November 2,
2015

• Implications?
– significant “club” for both DOJ and
whistleblowers especially in the health care
realm where “claims” can be numerous
– whistleblowers incentivized to file more suits

• Penalties will adjust annually for
inflation
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DOJ FCA Enforcement
• Attorney General on the FCA
– “valid and effective method of rooting
out fraud and abuse”
– “caused companies to be more cautious”

• Resources
– Health Care
– Procurement

• Focus on Compliance Programs
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Enforcement Under a New
Administration

Prosecution of Individuals
for
Corporate Wrongdoing
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Individual Prosecution
• Where have you gone, Ms. Sally Yates?
She’s left (but her memo remains).
• DOJ policy to find and prosecute culpable
individuals for corporate fraud (Yates memo Sept.
20, 2015)
• Prejudgment writs of attachment per 28 U.S.C. §
3001. Can the government seize defendants’ fund
before the case begins?
• Who pays the settlement or judgment: corporation,
individuals, or both?
DOJ challenging the rule of joint and several liability
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Enforcement Under a New
Administration

Whistleblowers
in the
Workplace
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Whistleblowers in the
Workplace
• Best practices – “show your work” when
dealing with the government

• Safeguarding privilege while enforcing
potential relators’ “release” of claims.
– Preserving the privilege before litigation; how
to consult regulatory counsel.
– Preserving the privilege while investigating
allegations of wrong doing; why disclosure of
investigation may be necessary to enforce a
relator’s “release” of claims.
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Enforcing Potential Relators’
“Release” of claims
• Relators are often former employees
who may have signed a “release” of all
claims upon their termination.
• Judge-made doctrine permits relators to
pursue released FCA claims if the
government had no knowledge of the
alleged fraud when release was
executed.
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Enforcing potential relators’
“release” of claims
• Affirming enforcement of release to bar
relator’s FCA claim because government
already had access to documents that the
relator attached to his complaint
– U.S. ex rel. Radcliffe v. Purdue Pharma., L.P. (4th Cir. 2010)
– U.S. ex rel. Ritchie v. Lockheed Martin Corp. (10th Cir. 2009)
– U.S. ex rel. Hall v. Teledyne Wah Chang Albany (9th Cir. 1997)

• Declining to enforce relator’s release of a qui
tam claim because the government first
learned of the alleged fraud when the relator
filed a qui tam complaint
– United States ex rel. Green v. Northrop Corp. (9th Cir. 1995)
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Materiality Rules! Escobar
Changes the Game
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Universal Health Servs. v. U.S. ex rel.
Escobar, 136 S. Ct. 1989 (2016)
Escobar held that an implied certification
claim may proceed at least where two
conditions are satisfied:
(1) the claim for payment “makes
specific representations about the goods
or services provided”; and
(2) “the defendant’s failure to
disclose noncompliance with material
statutory, regulatory, or contractual
requirements makes those
representations misleading half-truths.”
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Living in A Material World
Out with the Old Tests!
No showing of materiality
simply because:
- Compliance was designated
as a condition of payment
(relevant, but not dispositive)
- Government would have
option not to pay
And no materiality where non-compliance is minor
or insubstantial.
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Living in A Material World
Proof of materiality can include
evidence that the Government
consistently refuses to pay
claims based on noncompliance
with the particular requirement.

Conversely, if the Government regularly pays a
particular claim or type of claim despite its actual
knowledge that certain requirements were
violated, that is “very strong evidence” that those
requirements are not material.
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DOJ’s Position on Escobar
According to DOJ, the question of materiality
requires consideration of several factors:
(1) The label of the requirement that was violated—
i.e., is it labeled a condition of payment;
(2) Whether the violation goes to the essence of the
government program or contract;
(3) How the government treats violations of the
requirement; and
(4) Whether the violation was minor or
insubstantial.
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New Standard, Same Result:
Remanded Cases Apply Escobar
• Universal Health Servs., Inc. v. U.S ex
rel. Escobar, 842 F.3d 103 (1st Cir.
2016);
• Weston Educ., Inc. v. U.S. ex rel. Miller,
840 F.3d 494 (8th Cir. 2016);
• U.S. ex rel. Nelson v. Sanford-Brown,
Ltd., 840 F.3d 445 (7th Cir. 2016); and
• Triple Canopy, Inc. v. U.S. ex rel. Badr.
(4th Cir. argued January 26, 2017).
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Government Payment Despite
Knowledge of Noncompliance
• In United States ex rel. Kelly v. Serco, Inc., 846
F.3d 325 (9th Cir. 2017) the relator asserted
Serco’s monthly cost reports did not comply
with guidelines from the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI).
• In affirming summary judgment, the 9th Circuit
found that the government accepted the cost
reports and paid Serco despite knowing that
such cost reports were not in compliance with
ANSI guidelines.
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Agency Inaction
• In U.S. ex rel. McBride v. Halliburton, 848 F.3d 1027
(D.C. Cir. 2017) the court, affirming summary
judgment, held that false headcounts at morale,
welfare, and recreation centers were not material to
the government’s decision to pay.
• Army witnesses testified that
headcount data had no bearing on
costs billed to Gov’t
• Rejected ACO’s declaration that he
“might” have investigated further /
disallowed some costs had he known
about the false headcounts.
• DCAA investigated the relator’s
claims about headcount data and
did not disallow any charged costs.
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Agency Inaction, cont.
•

In D’Agostino v. ev3 Inc., 845 F.3d 1 (1st Cir. 2016) relator
alleged that defendant misled the FDA to secure approval
for a medical device. Citing the facts that, in the six years
since relator’s allegations surfaced, (1) CMS had not ever
denied reimbursement and (2) FDA had not withdrawn its
approval of the device, the 1st Circuit found the alleged
false statements were not material and affirmed dismissal
with prejudice.
– “The FCA exists to protect the government from paying fraudulent
claims, not to second-guess agencies’ judgments about whether to
rescind regulatory rulings.”

•

In Abbott v. BP Exploration & Production, 851 F.3d 384 (5th
Cir. 2017) the 5th Circuit affirmed summary judgment after
finding that compliance with certain engineering
regulations was not material because the government
allowed BP to continue drilling after an investigation into
relator’s allegations in which the DOI concluded that the
defendant was in compliance.
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Post-Escobar:
Circuit Splits on Materiality?
•

Is materiality measured only at the time of payment?
– 1st Circuit says so: “we find no evidence that MassHealth had actual
knowledge of the violations at the time it paid the claims at issue” Escobar,
842 F.3d 103 (1st Cir. 2016) (on remand, denying MTD)
– D.C. Circuit holds otherwise: DCAA investigation of relator’s qui tam
allegations (after the fact) led to no disallowed charges, undermining
materiality – McBride, 848 F.3d 1027 (D.C. Cir. 2017)

•

Knowledge of actual noncompliance, or just allegations of
noncompliance?
– “mere awareness of allegations concerning noncompliance with
regulations is different from knowledge of actual noncompliance” Escobar,
842 F.3d 103 (1st Cir. 2016)
– D’Agostino, 845 F.3d 1 (2d Cir. 2016) – no agency action in wake of relator’s
allegations enough to find no materiality

•

Is an FCA action still viable where agency/gov’t investigation of
allegations at issue finds no actual wrongdoing?
– E.g., Abbott v. BP, 851 F.3d 384 (5th Cir. 2017) (Note that court ruled that
requirement at issue was not material, even though basis was agency
investigation concluding that requirement was not violated)
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Impact on Discovery
• Parties must introduce evidence of
materiality into the record in order to
prevail at the summary judgment phase
or trial.
• Uptick in Touhy requests? Defendants
may disprove materiality with discovery
about the agency’s knowledge of noncompliance and the agency’s prior
conduct.
• Use of former government employees
and experts to demonstrate that the
government does not base payment
decisions on compliance with the
regulation in question.
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Courts Addressing Materiality on
Pretrial Motions
• In Escobar, the Court noted that the materiality
analysis is not too fact intensive to decide on a
motion to dismiss or for summary judgment.
• “Materiality is absent at the pleading stage when
the relator’s chronology suggests that the
Government knew of the alleged fraud, yet paid
the contractor anyway”—U.S. ex rel. Kolchinsky
v. Moody’s, 162 F.Supp.3d 186 (S.D.N.Y. March 2,
2017).
• To survive on summary judgment, plaintiffs must
provide evidence that the alleged
misrepresentations likely influenced the
government’s decision to pay, not just that they
could have done so.
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Case Developments
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DOJ’s Unreviewable Right to
Veto FCA Settlements
U.S. ex rel. Michaels v. Agape Senior Cmty. (4th Cir. 2017)
• Government declined to intervene. Relators and
defendants mediated and reached a tentative
settlement without informing the government.
• Government later sought to veto the settlement because
the amount was “appreciably less” than its own
damages estimate.

• Fourth Circuit rejected relators’ claim that it had a “right
to conduct” (including settle) the case, holding that the
plain language of the statute grants the Attorney
General “absolute veto power over voluntary
settlements.”
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Updates on “Ambiguity”
U.S. ex rel. Donegan v. Anesthesia Ass.
of Kansas City, P.C., (8th Cir. 2016)
• At issue was the interpretation of a billing
regulation for anesthesia services, and the
meaning of anesthesia “emergence”
• Relator failed to submit evidence refuting
defendant’s “strong showing” that its
interpretation of “emergence” was objectively
reasonable
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Updates on “Ambiguity”
U.S. ex rel. Donegan v. Anesthesia Ass. of
Kansas City, P.C., (8th Cir. 2016)
• Summary judgment would not have been proper if
there was evidence of government guidance that
“warned a regulated defendant away” from an
otherwise reasonable interpretation of an
ambiguous regulation.
–No CMS guidance on the meaning of the term
“emergence”
–The term has not been defined in local coverage
determinations or by professional organizations.
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Updates on “Ambiguity”
Donegan ruling reflects a growing trend of
courts refusing to impose FCA liability over
an ambiguous rule or regulation
• U.S. ex rel. Purcell v. MWI Corp.
(D.C. Cir. 2015)
• Sheet Metal Workers Int’l Assoc. v. Horning
Investments, LLC, (7th Cir. 2016)
• U.S. ex rel. Polukoff v. St. Mark’s
(D. Utah 2017)
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Difference of Opinion to Prove Falsity
U.S. v. AseraCare Inc., (N.D. Ala. 2016)
• At issue was interpretation of “terminal
illness” for certifying patients as eligible
for hospice care.
• District court granted summary judgment
for the defendant, holding that “[a] mere
difference of opinion between
physicians, without more, is not enough
to show falsity.”
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Difference of Opinion to Prove Falsity
AseraCare reasoning has been adopted in
other healthcare FCA cases

• U.S. ex rel. Geschrey v. Generations
Healthcare, LLC (N.D. Ill. 2012)
• U.S. ex rel. Frazier v. IASIS Healthcare
Corp. (D. Ariz. 2011)
• U.S. v. Prabhu (D. Nev. 2006)
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Seal Violation Does Not
Mandate Dismissal
State Farm and Casualty Co. v.
U.S. ex rel. Rigsby, (2016)
• Undisputed that Relator’s counsel
intentionally violated the seal requirement,
publicizing the complaint.
• U.S. Supreme Court held dismissal based on
a seal violation is discretionary, not
mandatory, because the statute does not
require dismissal.
• U.S. Supreme Court declined to provide
guidance on factors that would justify
discretionary dismissal.
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